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English 

In English this term we will be focusing on our key text “Street Child” by Berlie 
Doherty.  We will be looking closely at this modern classic set in the Victorian 
times and making comparisons to Street Children of today. In term 6 we will be 
looking at a few different genres of texts that tie in with our Carnival topic. 

 

 

Maths 

In Maths the focus will be on geometry and we will be looking at angles, shape, po-
sition and direction.  This will be followed by studying measure, where we will be 
looking at conversion of units of measure,  perimeter, area and volume. 

Science 

In Science we will be learning about Earth and Space.  We will describe the move-
ment of the Earth, and other planets, relative to the Sun in the solar system and 
we will use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night and the appar-
ent movement of the sun across the sky. Our second topic will be animals including 
humans in which we will be describing the changes as humans develop from birth 
to old age. 
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Crispin 

Topic 

Our Topic for terms 5  will be Crime and 
punishment and we will look at how this 
has changed through British History. We 
will be debating many issues throughout 
the topic and will gain a deeper under-
standing of the Rule of Law and Democra-
cy. In term 6 our topic will be Carnival. 
This will be primarily a geography based 
topic learning about South America but 
we will also be incorporating other sub-
jects such as art, DT and music. 

Computing 

We will be evaluating, creating, adding 
text and publishing webpages based on 
the children’s interests and our topic 
work on Crime and Punishment. 

We will be considering e-safety issues 
such as logins and passwords and the 
use of their own images and photos and 
those of others. 

Music 

In music we will be studying a unit enti-
tled “Solar system “ which embarks on a 
musical journey through the solar sys-
tem, exploring how our universe inspired 
composers including Debussy, Holst and 
George Crumb. The children will learn a 
song, and compose pieces linked to 
space. 

P.E. 

P.E. will be on Tuesday afternoons, 
please ensure your child has full indoor 
and outdoor kits in school. We will be 
developing skills in athletics, OAA  and 
striking and fielding. 

and our indoor P.E sessions will be 
dance based. 

How to help your child at home 

Homework will be set on a Friday and 
needs to be handed in on the following 
Wednesday.  The children will be set a 
piece of English/Topic and Maths each 
week. 

Times-tables will take place each Monday 
and spellings will be practised and as-
sessed throughout the week. 

 

 

Key Dates 

We are planning a trip to Rochester 
Guildhall Museum to support our learn-
ing in Term 5.   

The date will be confirmed in forthcom-
ing weekly newsletters. 
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